Installing the Top Mount Bracket on the Allegro
The top mount bracket for the Juniper Systems Allegro can be used
in a variety of mounting applications. Originally designed for a GPS
antenna mated with a separate GPS receiver system, it can also be
used with Bluetooth devices like barcode scanners, RFID readers, and
standalone GPS devices.
Installing the top mount bracket on the Allegro is a simple seven-step
process. To complete this, you will need a thin, narrow, metal object.
Caution: Do not use a sharp knife as this could damage the case.
1.

Remove the existing on-board stylus from the top of the Allegro.

Figure 1: Remove stylus from Allegro

2.

L oosen the thumbscrews on the bracket until the nuts reach the
top of the threads. It is not necessary to remove the nuts.

Figure 2: Loosen thumbscrews.

3.

 lace the mount in position at the top of the Allegro with the
P
flat face of the mount close to the same plane as the Allegro’s
display. See Figure 3.

Figure 3: Align mounting surface as close as possible to display.
Rotate bracket into position.

4.

 otate the stylus on the mount into place on the Allegro. This will
R
allow the edge of the small metal bracket to catch the plastic
edge of the stylus receptacle.

5.

 old the stylus firmly in place as you use a thin, narrow, metal
H
object to work the rubber tabs around the stylus. Do not cut the
rubber tabs.

6.

 osition the tabs of the larger bracket so that they will go into the
P
screw holes on the underside of the Allegro.

Figure 4: Position tabs into screw holes (right side shown)

7.

Tighten the thumbscrews until the mounting bracket is secure.

Your bracket is now ready for use.
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